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 Outline of the Talk: Outline of the Talk:

!! New Space missions help drive progress in GRBsNew Space missions help drive progress in GRBs

!! High-energy emission processes & pre-Fermi obs.High-energy emission processes & pre-Fermi obs.

!! Fermi: highlights from 1Fermi: highlights from 1stst year results year results

"" GRB081024BGRB081024B: : 11stst clearly  clearly shortshort GRB above  GRB above 1 1 GeVGeV

"" GRB080916CGRB080916C: very bright, long & : very bright, long & redshiftredshift - interesting - interesting

"" GRB090510GRB090510: bright, short & : bright, short & redshiftredshift  –– truly amazing truly amazing

""Delayed onset & longer duration at high energiesDelayed onset & longer duration at high energies

""Lower limits on the Bulk Lorentz factorLower limits on the Bulk Lorentz factor

""Distinct high-energy spectral componentDistinct high-energy spectral component

""Limits on Lorentz invariance violationLimits on Lorentz invariance violation

!! ConclusionsConclusions



GRBs:GRBs:  Brief HistoricalBrief Historical

OverviewOverview
!! 19671967: 1: 1stst detection of a GRB (published in  detection of a GRB (published in 19731973))

!! In the early years there were many theories, most ofIn the early years there were many theories, most of

which invoked a Galactic (neutron star) originwhich invoked a Galactic (neutron star) origin

!! 19911991: the launch of CGRO with BATSE lead to: the launch of CGRO with BATSE lead to

significant progress in our understanding of GRBssignificant progress in our understanding of GRBs

"" BATSEBATSE: : ~ 30 ~ 30 keVkeV  –– 2  2 MeVMeV, full sky (, full sky (~~  !! Earth occ.) Earth occ.)

"" Isotropic dist. on skyIsotropic dist. on sky: favors a cosmological origin: favors a cosmological origin

"" Bimodal duration Bimodal duration distribution: distribution: short short vs. vs. long long GRBsGRBs

"" EGRETEGRET:: ~ 30  ~ 30 MeVMeV  –– 30  30 GeVGeV, , FoVFoV  ~ 0.6 ~ 0.6 srsr

~2 s~2 s



!! BeppoSAXBeppoSAX ( (19961996  --  20022002): lead to ): lead to discoverydiscovery of of

afterglowafterglow ( (19971997) in ) in X-raysX-rays, , opticaloptical, , radio radio (for long GRBs)(for long GRBs)

"" This led to This led to redshiftredshift measurements: clear cut measurements: clear cut

determination of the determination of the distance/energydistance/energy  (long GRBs)  (long GRBs)  EE"",iso,iso

~ 10~ 1052 52 -10-105454 erg erg

"" Afterglow observations provided information on Afterglow observations provided information on beamingbeaming

((narrow jets: narrow jets: EE"" ~ 10 ~ 1051 51 ergerg)), , event rateevent rate,,  external densityexternal density,,

supernova connection (supernova connection (!! long GRB progenitors) long GRB progenitors)

!! Swift Swift ((20042004  --  ??): autonomously localizes GRBs slews  in): autonomously localizes GRBs slews  in

~1-2~1-2  minmin) and observed in X-ray + optical/UV) and observed in X-ray + optical/UV

"" Discovered unexpected behavior of early afterglowDiscovered unexpected behavior of early afterglow

"" Led to the discovery of Led to the discovery of afterglow afterglow fromfrom short  short GRBs GRBs ##

host galaxies, host galaxies, redshiftsredshifts, energy, rate, clues for progenitors, energy, rate, clues for progenitors

!! FermiFermi ( (20082008  --  ??):): may also lead to significant progress in may also lead to significant progress in

GRB research, like previous major space missionsGRB research, like previous major space missions



Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope

(Fermi Era; launched on June 11, 2008):

!! Fermi GRB Monitor (GBM): Fermi GRB Monitor (GBM): 8 8 keVkeV  –– 40  40 MeVMeV

((12#12#NaI NaI 8 8 –– 10 1033  keVkeV, , 2#2#BGO BGO 0.15-40 0.15-40 MeVMeV)), full sky, full sky

!! Slightly less sensitive than BATSE: expected toSlightly less sensitive than BATSE: expected to

detect detect ~ 200 GRB/yr~ 200 GRB/yr   (   (≳≳ 60  60 in the LAT in the LAT FoVFoV))

!! Large Area Telescope (LAT): Large Area Telescope (LAT): 20 20 MeVMeV  –– 300  300 GeVGeV

FoVFoV ~ 2.4 ~ 2.4  srsr  ; ; up toup to  40 times 40 times the EGRET sensitivitythe EGRET sensitivity



GRB:GRB: High Energy Emission Processes High Energy Emission Processes

!! LeptonicLeptonic: Inverse-Compton or Synchrotron-Self Compton:: Inverse-Compton or Synchrotron-Self Compton:

        EEp,SSCp,SSC  //  EEp,synp,syn   ~  ~   ""ee
2 2 ,  ,   L LSSCSSC  //  LLsynsyn  = Y = Y ,   ,   Y(1+Y) ~ Y(1+Y) ~ $$radrad$$ee  //$$BB

!! HadronicHadronic  processes:processes:  photopairphotopair  productionproduction  ((pp  ++  ""    ""  pp  ++  ee++    ee##

), ), proton synchrotronproton synchrotron, , pionpion production  production via via pp  ––""  ((photopionphotopion))

interaction or interaction or p-pp-p  collisionscollisions

!! The neutral The neutral pionspions decay into high energy photons  decay into high energy photons %%00    ""  """"

that can pair produce with lower energy photons that can pair produce with lower energy photons """"  ""      ee++  ee!! - -

producing a pair cascadeproducing a pair cascade

!! FermiFermi may help determine the may help determine the

identity of the dominant identity of the dominant emissionemission

mechanismmechanism  atat  highhigh  &&  lowlow  energiesenergies

!! Most of the radiated energy canMost of the radiated energy can

be in the LAT range (be in the LAT range (energeticsenergetics))

YY

synchrotron synchrotron 

 SSC SSC

EEp,SSCp,SSCEEp,synp,syn ""ee
22

&&  FF&&

&&



High energy emission from GRBs: High energy emission from GRBs: Pre-Fermi eraPre-Fermi era

GRB940217GRB940217
(Hurley et al. 94)(Hurley et al. 94)

-18 to 14 sec-18 to 14 sec

14 to 47 sec14 to 47 sec

47 to 80 sec47 to 80 sec
80-113 sec80-113 sec

113-211 sec113-211 sec

GRB941017GRB941017
(Gonzalez et al. 03)(Gonzalez et al. 03) GRB080514BGRB080514B

(Giuliani et al. 08)(Giuliani et al. 08)

BATSE - LAD      BATSE - LAD       EGRET - TASC EGRET - TASC

AGILEAGILE

!! Little known about GRBLittle known about GRB

emission above ~100 MeVemission above ~100 MeV

!! EGRETEGRET detected only a detected only a

few GRBs, most notably:few GRBs, most notably:

""  GRB940217: GRB940217: GeV photonsGeV photons

were detected were detected up to 90up to 90

minutes minutes after the GRB triggerafter the GRB trigger

""  GRB941017:GRB941017:  distinct high-distinct high-

energy spectral componentenergy spectral component

(up to 200 MeV), with a(up to 200 MeV), with a

different temporal evolutiondifferent temporal evolution

& at least  3 times more energy& at least  3 times more energy

!! AGILE  AGILE recently observedrecently observed

GRB080514B GRB080514B and detectedand detected

photons up to a few 100 MeVphotons up to a few 100 MeV

lasting somewhat longer thanlasting somewhat longer than

the soft gamma-raysthe soft gamma-rays

EGRETEGRET



Fermi GRB detections:Fermi GRB detections:
!! GBMGBM::

"" ~ 230 GRB/yr~ 230 GRB/yr

   (   (~~  1818%% are short) are short)

"" ≳≳  !  ! in LAT in LAT FoVFoV

"" Automated Automated repointrepoint

!! LAT:LAT:  99 GRBs in  GRBs in 11stst year year

"" GRB080825CGRB080825C::

relatively dim, long (1relatively dim, long (1stst LAT GRB) LAT GRB)

"" GRB080916CGRB080916C: bright, long GRB: bright, long GRB

((AbdoAbdo et al. 2009, Science, 323, 1688 et al. 2009, Science, 323, 1688))

"" GRB081024BGRB081024B: first : first shortshort GRB GRB

with with >1 >1 GeVGeV  emissionemission

"" GRB090510GRB090510: bright, short GRB: bright, short GRB

((submitted to Nature; arXiv:0908.1832submitted to Nature; arXiv:0908.1832))

GRB090510



Fermi LAT GRB detection rate
!!   ~~ 9  9 GRB/yr  GRB/yr  withwith  >10 >10 photonsphotons  above above 100 100 MeVMeV

!!   ~ ~ 2 2 GRB/yr  GRB/yr  withwith >10  >10 photonsphotons  above above above above 1 1 GeVGeV

!! Somewhat below estimates based on a Band spectrumSomewhat below estimates based on a Band spectrum

for a bright GRBfor a bright GRB

  BATSE sample  BATSE sample

!! Suggests: most GRBsSuggests: most GRBs

dondon’’t have significantt have significant

excessexcess  (HE(HE  component)component)

or deficit (cutoff) in theor deficit (cutoff) in the

LAT energy range LAT energy range w.r.tw.r.t

the extrapolation of athe extrapolation of a

Band spectrum fromBand spectrum from

lower energieslower energies



GRB080825C: GRB080825C: the 1the 1stst  LAT GRB  LAT GRB

PRELIMINARY!

!! The 1The 1stst LAT events coincide with the 2 LAT events coincide with the 2ndnd GBM peak GBM peak

!! The high-energy emission lasts The high-energy emission lasts longer: longer: highest energyhighest energy

photon arrives when the GBM emission is very weakphoton arrives when the GBM emission is very weak



GRB081024B: 1st short GRB >1

GeV

PRELIMINARY!



GRB080916C: GRB080916C: multi-detector light curvemulti-detector light curve

8 keV 8 keV –– 260 keV 260 keV

260 keV 260 keV –– 5 MeV 5 MeV

LAT rawLAT raw

LAT > 100 MeVLAT > 100 MeV

LAT > 1 GeVLAT > 1 GeV

TT
00

!! zz  ==  4.354.35  ±±  0.15 0.15 (photometric)(photometric)

!! First First 3 3 lightcurveslightcurves are are

background subtractedbackground subtracted

!! The LAT can be used asThe LAT can be used as

a a countercounter to maximize to maximize

the rate and to studythe rate and to study

time structures time structures > tens> tens

of of MeVMeV

!! >3000 >3000 LAT photonsLAT photons

in the 1in the 1stst  100 seconds100 seconds

!! The first low-energyThe first low-energy

peak is not observedpeak is not observed

at LAT energiesat LAT energies

!! SpectroscopySpectroscopy: : LATLAT

event selectionevent selection  >100>100

MeVMeV  !!  145 145 eventsevents

made itmade it

!! 55 time bins  time bins ((aa  toto  ee))

!! 14 14 events events > 1 > 1 GeVGeV



GRB080916C: GRB080916C: multi-detector light curvemulti-detector light curve

!! Most of the emissionMost of the emission

in the 2in the 2ndnd peak occurs peak occurs

later at higher energieslater at higher energies

!! This is clear evidenceThis is clear evidence

of spectral evolutionof spectral evolution

!! The The delaydelay of the  of the HEHE

emissionemission seems to be seems to be

a a common feature common feature ofof

the GRBs observed bythe GRBs observed by

the LAT so farthe LAT so far..



GRB080916C:GRB080916C: time resolved spectroscopy time resolved spectroscopy

!! A likelihood ratio test in A likelihood ratio test in bin bin ‘‘dd’’: the: the

probability probability of having of having no additional HEno additional HE

spectral component spectral component isis 1%  1% (5 bins/trials)(5 bins/trials)

!! PossiblePossible pair production  pair production (($$$$  ""  ee++ee!!)) of of

HE photons with the EBL HE photons with the EBL leaves thisleaves this

probability probability from unchanged to 0.03%from unchanged to 0.03%

depending on the model chosendepending on the model chosen..

Alpha  -1.02 ± 0.02

Beta     -2.21 ± 0.03

Epeak  1170 ± 142 keV

Amp.   0.035 ± 0.001 photons/s-cm2-keV

REDUCED CHISQ = 0.963, PROB = 0.698

Band + PL

!! Time resolved spectroscopyTime resolved spectroscopy

over 6 decades in energy!!!over 6 decades in energy!!!

((10 10 keVkeV  –– 10  10 GeVGeV))

!! Consistent with a BandConsistent with a Band

function: function: a single dominanta single dominant

spectral componentspectral component

!! No strong evidence for anNo strong evidence for an

additional spectral componentadditional spectral component

Main LAT peak

(time bin ‘b’)

time bin ‘d’



GRB080916C:GRB080916C: time resolved spectroscopy time resolved spectroscopy

Band + PL

!! The The SteckerStecker et al. model/ et al. model/ss

would imply would imply %%$$$$  ~~  3-43-4  !!  >>  33  ''

for  distinct HE spectralfor  distinct HE spectral

component that carriescomponent that carries

significant energysignificant energy

!! For other EBL models For other EBL models %%  $$$$≪≪ 1 1::

weak evidence for an extra HEweak evidence for an extra HE

spectral component (5%spectral component (5%

chance probabilitychance probability  forfor  nono  HEHE--

component accounting for thecomponent accounting for the

5 trials5 trials  //  bins)bins)
time bin ‘d’

EBL model

predictions

for z = 4.35

!! A likelihood ratio test in A likelihood ratio test in bin bin ‘‘dd’’: the: the

probability probability of having of having no additional HEno additional HE

spectral component spectral component isis 1%  1% (5 bins/trials)(5 bins/trials)

!! PossiblePossible pair production  pair production (($$$$  ""  ee++ee!!)) of of

HE photons with the EBL HE photons with the EBL leaves thisleaves this

probability probability from unchanged to 0.03%from unchanged to 0.03%

depending on the model chosendepending on the model chosen..



GRB080916C:GRB080916C: Spectral Evolution Spectral Evolution

        a              b         c               d          e

!! LLow (ow (!!) & high () & high ("") energy photon) energy photon

indexes change significantly onlyindexes change significantly only

between time bins between time bins ‘‘aa’’ and  and ‘‘bb’’

!! Band function fitsBand function fits

!! Soft Soft ## hard  hard ## soft  soft EEpeakpeak evolution evolution



Delayed onset of HE emission: Delayed onset of HE emission: Possible CausesPossible Causes

!! 1. The 1. The 11stst and  and 22ndnd peaks are emitted from  peaks are emitted from distinct physicaldistinct physical

regions regions ((e.g. different colliding shell in the internal shocks modele.g. different colliding shell in the internal shocks model))

""UnUnclear why a similar behaviour occurs inclear why a similar behaviour occurs in most  most LAT GRBsLAT GRBs

((if it is random then some GRBs should have a reverse orderif it is random then some GRBs should have a reverse order))

!! 2. 2. opacityopacity effects  effects dondon’’t work well t work well as there is no as there is no cutoffcutoff or or

steepening of the spectrum at high-energiessteepening of the spectrum at high-energies

!! 3.3.  HadronicHadronic origin origin::  timetime  toto  accelerateaccelerate  protonsprotons  &&  developdevelop  pairpair

cascade, if the high-energy emission is of cascade, if the high-energy emission is of hadronichadronic origin origin

""TTwowo distinct spectral components ( distinct spectral components (leptonicleptonic at low-energies at low-energies

& & hadronichadronic at high-energies) at high-energies) expected but  expected but not not seen;seen;

requires a total energy requires a total energy ≫≫  EE"",,isoiso  (energy crisis); hard (energy crisis); hard toto

explain explain sharpnesssharpness of  of 11stst LAT peak LAT peak  ++  coincidencecoincidence with with  22ndnd

GBM peakGBM peak



Other Interesting Results for Other Interesting Results for GRB080916CGRB080916C::

!! Large Large fluencefluence ( (2.4#102.4#10-4-4  erg/cmerg/cm22) & ) & redshiftredshift ( (zz  ==  4.354.35  ±±  0.150.15))

!!  record breaking record breaking apparent isotropic energy release apparent isotropic energy release EE"",iso,iso

(( 8.8#10 8.8#105454 erg  erg (( 4.9 M 4.9 M$$cc2  2  !! suggests strong beaming suggests strong beaming

(jet(jet))

!! The HE (The HE (>100 >100 MeVMeV) emission is detected for ) emission is detected for >>  1000 1000 ss

!! Single Single dominant emission mechanism: if synchrotron, SSCdominant emission mechanism: if synchrotron, SSC

is expected, and can avoid detection if is expected, and can avoid detection if EEpeak,SSCpeak,SSC  ≫≫  10 10 GeVGeV

((""ee  ≫≫  100), 100), or if  or if  Y Y ((  $$ee//$$B B ≲≲  0.10.1  (also constrains other options)(also constrains other options)

YY

synchrotron (?)synchrotron (?) possible SSCpossible SSC

EEpeak,SSCpeak,SSCEEpeak,synpeak,syn ""ee
22

&&  FF&&

&&~10 GeV~10 GeV



GRB090510: short, hard &  bright

!! zz = 0.903 ± 0.003 = 0.903 ± 0.003

!! EE"",iso,iso  (( 1.1#10 1.1#105353 erg erg

!! 31 31 GeVGeV  photon atphoton at 0.83  0.83 ss

!! Onset of main emissionOnset of main emission

episode occurs later atepisode occurs later at

higher photon energieshigher photon energies

!! HEHE  emission lastsemission lasts

longer longer ((>0.1 >0.1 GeVGeV  det. updet. up

to  to  200 200 ss))

!! Triggered on aTriggered on a

precursorprecursor

!! Low-energy spikes atLow-energy spikes at

0.5-0.6 0.5-0.6 ss  missing at HEmissing at HE

!! Later spikes coincideLater spikes coincide



GRB090510:GRB090510: Spectral Evolution Spectral Evolution
!! The high-energy photon index The high-energy photon index ""  hardens during main emission episodehardens during main emission episode

!! A significant excess above a single Band spectrum at high-energies:A significant excess above a single Band spectrum at high-energies:

distinct high-energy spectral component distinct high-energy spectral component ((>>  55  ##  significance); power-lawsignificance); power-law

!! Required at Required at 0.6-0.8 0.6-0.8 ss

!! CarriesCarries  37%37%  of of fluencefluence

!! HE & LE componentsHE & LE components

   are correlated in time:   are correlated in time:

   same emission region   same emission region

   (1   (1stst GRB to show this) GRB to show this)

!! 0.8-0.9 0.8-0.9 ss  not requirednot required

   but likely still there   but likely still there

!! 0.9-1.0 0.9-1.0 ss single softer single softer

   power-law; a break is   power-law; a break is

   needed at ~   needed at ~  a few a few MeVMeV



High-energy spectral component: High-energy spectral component: Possible OriginPossible Origin

!! LeptonicLeptonic: inverse-Compton (SSC)?: inverse-Compton (SSC)?

""The gradual increase inThe gradual increase in  ""  is not naturally expectedis not naturally expected

""Hard to reconcile the relative values of the photon indexHard to reconcile the relative values of the photon index

of the HE component Band spectrum at lowof the HE component Band spectrum at low  energiesenergies

!! HadronicHadronic: (pair cascades, proton synchrotron) ?: (pair cascades, proton synchrotron) ?

""May account for May account for aa delayed HE onset (time to accelerate delayed HE onset (time to accelerate

protons & develop cascades), but not necessarily for theprotons & develop cascades), but not necessarily for the

gradual increase gradual increase in in ""

""Hard to produce the observed sharp spikes that coincideHard to produce the observed sharp spikes that coincide

with those at low energieswith those at low energies

""Requires a very large total energy: Requires a very large total energy: EEtotaltotal  //  EE"",iso,iso  ~ 10~ 1022  --  101033



GRB080916C: GRB080916C: Bulk Lorentz factor Bulk Lorentz factor ##  ≳≳  900900

INTEGRAL light curveINTEGRAL light curve

(Greiner et al. 09)(Greiner et al. 09)))
NaINaI

!! RobustRobust  ++  highest lower highest lower limits limits on on )) from opacity constraints from opacity constraints::

))minmin(( 890 ± 20  890 ± 20 (bin (bin ‘‘bb’’, for , for &&tt = 2  = 2 ss) &) &  ))minmin  (( 600  600 (bin (bin ‘‘dd’’))

GBMGBM

GRB090510: GRB090510: ##  ≳≳  12001200



Limits on Lorentz Invariance ViolationLimits on Lorentz Invariance Violation
!! Some QG models violate Lorentz Some QG models violate Lorentz iinvariancenvariance: : vvphph(E(Ephph) ) "#"#cc

!! A high-energy photon A high-energy photon EEhh would arrive after (or possibly would arrive after (or possibly

before in some models) a low-energy photon before in some models) a low-energy photon EEll emitted emitted

togethertogether

!! GRB080916CGRB080916C: highest energy photon : highest energy photon (13 (13 GeVGeV) ) arrived arrived 16.5 16.5 ss

after low-energy photons started arriving (after low-energy photons started arriving (==  the GRBthe GRB

trigger) trigger) !!  a a conservative lower limitconservative lower limit: : MMQG,1QG,1 > (1.50 > (1.50  ±±  0.20)$100.20)$101818

GeV/cGeV/c22 minmin
MMQGQG

(GeV/c(GeV/c22))10101616 10101717 1010181810101515 1.8x101.8x101515

PulsarPulsar

(Kaaret 99)(Kaaret 99)

0.9x100.9x101616
1.8x101.8x101717 0.2x100.2x1018184x104x101616

GRBGRB

(Ellis 06)(Ellis 06)
GRBGRB

(Boggs 04)(Boggs 04)
AGNAGN

(Biller 98)(Biller 98)
AGNAGN

(Albert 08)(Albert 08)
GRB080916CGRB080916C Planck massPlanck mass

101019191.5x101.5x101818 1.2x101.2x101919

n = 1,2 for linear and quadratic Lorentz invariance violation, respectivelyn = 1,2 for linear and quadratic Lorentz invariance violation, respectively
(Jacob & Piran 2008)(Jacob & Piran 2008)
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GRB090510: L.I.V

!! All of our All of our lower limitslower limits

on on MMQG,1 QG,1 are aboveare above

MMPlanckPlanck

!! aa--ee  basedbased  onon  3131  GeVGeV  ""-ray-ray

!! aa--dd  assumeassume  that that ttemem  **  ttstratstrat

ttstratstrat  ==  emission onset timeemission onset time

!! ee,,ff  association with aassociation with a

specific low-energy spikespecific low-energy spike

!! gg sharpness of  HE spikes sharpness of  HE spikes



ConclusionsConclusions::
!! ~ 9~ 9 LAT GRBs/yr suggest that most GRBs do not LAT GRBs/yr suggest that most GRBs do not

strongly deviate from a Band spectrum in LAT rangestrongly deviate from a Band spectrum in LAT range

!! Spectra: most LAT GRBs are consistent with a singleSpectra: most LAT GRBs are consistent with a single

dominant component; 090510dominant component; 090510  hashas  aa  distinctdistinct  HEHE

spectral component spectral component (temporally correlated with low(temporally correlated with low

energy comp.)energy comp.)

!! ManyMany  LATLAT  GRBsGRBs  showshow  laterlater  onsetonset  &&  longerlonger  durationduration

of the high-energy emission, relative to low energiesof the high-energy emission, relative to low energies

!! shortshort  &&  long GRBs seem to have similar HElong GRBs seem to have similar HE

properties: HE delayed onset & longer duration, high properties: HE delayed onset & longer duration, high ''

minmin

!! GRB080916C:GRB080916C:  ''  ≳≳  900 900, , MMQG,1QG,1  //  MMPlanckPlanck > 0.1 > 0.1

!! GRB090510:GRB090510:  ''  ≳≳  1200 1200, , MMQG,1QG,1  //  MMPlanckPlanck    ≳≳   severalseveral


